




(Kimm et al., 2017)



How does implementing a physically motivated
fesc affect the evolution of ionized hydrogen?  How 
does this interplay affect galaxy properties?

• How does the topology of reionization change?
• How does the duration change?



• Describes the flow of baryons within a galaxy.

Hot gas cools : Move gas from hot to cold.
Cold gas collapses : Move gas from cold to stars.
Stars explode : Cold gas reheated + hot gas ejected. 
Etc...etc...etc...

• Modular.  Perfect for testing specific galaxy evolution 
prescriptions.

• Fast (compared to hydro). Perfect for finding rare 
events within large volumes.
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• fesc is a complex combination of parameters depending upon 
galaxy properties.

• Semi-Analytic Models offer the ability to compare different 
galaxy evolution prescriptions with cheap computational time.
• What can they do for you?

• Linking fesc to galaxy properties can have a noticeable effect on 
reionization topology.  How does this couple into galaxy 
evolution?


